LATICRETE® Grout & Sealant Colour Chart
Grout and sealant formulated for enhanced performance, for every purpose.

This chart shows available colours for the following products:
- SPECTRALOCK® PRO PREMIUM GROUT™
- PERMACOLOR® SELECT / PERMACOLOR® SELECT FINE™
- COLORBASE FS
- COLORBASE FL

*DAZZLE™ can be mixed with any colour of SPECTRALOCK PRO PREMIUM GROUT.
*Available in all 52 colours.

GROUT and SEALANT COLOUR GUIDELINES: Grout and sealant colour samples are guides only. LATICRETE does not warrant colour matching to this colour chart or to any colour guide produced. Actual shade and texture will depend on job site conditions, lighting, installation techniques and types/colour of tile or stone used, and may vary from this grout colour chart, grout colour channel kits and grout colour swatch on product packaging. Verify actual appearance and compatibility with a test area before installing. Blend grouts with different control numbers. No claims for colour shade variations will be honoured.